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Abstract
The face hypergraph of a graph G embedded on a surface has the same vertex set as G and its
edges are the sets of vertices forming faces of G. A hypergraph is k-choosable if for each assignment
of lists of colors of sizes k to its vertices, there is a coloring of the vertices from these lists avoiding
a monochromatic edge.
We prove that the face hypergraph of the triangulation of a surface of Euler genus g is O( 3√g)-
choosable. This bound matches a previously known lower bound of order Ω( 3√g). If each face of the
graph is incident with at least r distinct vertices, then the face hypergraph is also O( r√g)-choosable.
Note that colorings of face hypergraphs for r = 2 correspond to usual vertex colorings and the upper
bound O(√g) thus follows from Heawood’s formula. Separate results for small genera are presented:
the bound 3 for triangulations of the surface of Euler genus g = 3 and the bound
⌈
7+√36g+49
6
⌉
for
surfaces of Euler genus g ≥ 3. Our results dominate the previously known bounds for all genera
except for g = 4, 7, 8, 9, 14.
© 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We study vertex colorings of face hypergraphs. The concept of face hypergraphs
represents a way how to embed hypergraphs naturally on surfaces and this concept
coincides for the plane with a previously known notion of planar hypergraphs [21]. Given
an embedding of a graph G = (V , E) on a surface S, its face hypergraph F(G) is the
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hypergraph on the vertex set V such that the set V ′ ⊆ V forms an edge of F(G) if there
is a face in G whose vertices are exactly those of V ′. Face hypergraphs were introduced
in [14] but several related concepts were known before: planar hypergraphs are studied in
[3, 5, 16, 21]; e.g., in [3, 21], it is proved that every face hypergraph of a simple plane
graph can be colored with two colors. In case of planar hypergraphs, even special types of
vertex coloring have been intensively studied, e.g., there is a series of papers on so-called
planar mixed hypergraphs [6, 10, 13]. In this concept, one wants to color the vertices of a
plane graph such that some of the faces are not monochromatic and some are not rainbow
(a face is rainbow if all the vertices incident with it receive mutually distinct colors).
We refer the reader to [8] and [15] for introduction to topological graph theory. Graphs
considered in this paper are loopless and they may contain parallel edges unless stated
that they are simple, i.e., without parallel edges. Considered graphs also need not to be
connected. A triangulation is an embedded graph such that each its face is formed by a
triangle. Triangulations are allowed to have parallel edges throughout the paper. The degree
of a vertex is the number of edges incident with it counting edges with multiplicity. The
size of a face is the number of distinct vertices incident with it. A bigon is a face such that it
has a single facial walk and this walk is a 2-cycle. In most cases, we consider embeddings
of graphs which may contain bigons.
A proper coloring of a face hypergraph F(G) is a coloring of its vertices such that
no edge of F(G) is monochromatic, i.e., G has no monochromatic face. The chromatic
number of a face hypergraph is the least number of colors needed to properly color it
vertices. We say that F(G) is k-colorable if it can be properly colored with k colors. A
notion of colorings can be also generalized to a notion of list colorings as for usual graphs
[12]. In a list coloring, there is a prescribed list of available colors for each vertex. The least
number k for which F(G) can be always properly colored from any lists of size k is called
the list chromatic number of F(G). The face hypergraph F(G) is said to be k-choosable
if it can be properly colored from any lists of sizes k, i.e., its list chromatic number is at
most k.
We survey some results on coloring face hypergraphs from [14]: all graphs considered
in this paragraph have a minimum face size at least 3. A face hypergraph of a plane
graph is 2-colorable and 3-choosable. Ku¨ndgen and Ramamurthi conjectured that all
such hypergraphs are actually 2-choosable. Face hypergraphs of graphs embedded on
the projective plane or on the torus are 3-choosable and this bound is tight. Each face
hypergraph of a graph embedded on a surface of Euler genus g ≥ 3 is
⌊
9+√1+24g
4
⌋
-
choosable. They construct graphs embedded on a surface of Euler genus g whose face
hypergraphs need Ω( 3√g) colors to be properly colored.
We find the correct order of the magnitude of the chromatic number and the list
chromatic number for face hypergraphs of graphs embedded on a surface of Euler
genus g: face hypergraphs of triangulations (and hence also of graphs with minimum
face size at least 3) are
(
3
⌈
3
√
g−2
2
⌉)
-colorable and (3 3√3e(g − 2) + 6)-choosable (see
Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2). Our proofs actually give more: vertices of a graph embedded
on a surface of genus g can be colored from lists of sizes Θ( r√g) in such a way that
no face of size at least r is monochromatic (for r ≥ 3). If r = 2, the problem reduces
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to usual vertex colorings of graphs: just double each edge of the graph to form bigons
corresponding to edges of the original graph. Hence, our result together with the classical
result of Heawood [9] combines to give: the vertices of a graph embedded on a surface
of genus g with a minimum face size r ≥ 2 can be colored from lists of size O( r√g) in
such a way that none of its faces is monochromatic. In the cases r = 2 and r = 3, the
bounds were proven to be asymptotically tight in [9, 17, 19] and [14], respectively. In the
remaining cases, there is a lower bound of Ω( r√g), too: it can be easily shown that there
is an embedding of an n-vertex multigraph on a surface of Euler genus 2r
(
n
r
)
such that
each r -tuple of its vertices form a face. Since more than n/r colors are needed to color
its vertices in order to avoid a monochromatic face of size at least r , we have the desired
lower bound Ω( r√g).
Separate proofs of the asymptotically optimal upper bounds for coloring and list-
coloring are presented in Section 2. The proof of the bound for the ordinary coloring is
simpler, provides a better upper bound and avoids using Lova´sz Local Lemma which is
used in the list-coloring proof. In either of the two proofs, we did not try to tune the
multiplicative and additive constants in the obtained bounds.
The bounds of Section 2 are good for large values of g, but they are quite weak for small
values. Still, we show that the previous bound
⌊
9+√1+24g
4
⌋
for triangulations is not best
possible even for small g. The bound of
⌈
7+√36g+49
6
⌉
for list-coloring (see Theorem 3.1)
is proved using a careful precoloring technique and the probabilistic method. We deal
separately with the case of g = 3 in Section 4 and the statement that face hypergraphs
of triangulations of the surface of Euler genus 3 are 3-choosable is proven. Our bounds
are smaller than those of [14] by at least one except for g = 4, 7, 8, 9, 14. However, even
our bounds can be improved, e.g., it is possible to prove that face hypergraphs of graphs
embedded on the surface of genus 23 are 6-choosable (the bound of Theorem 3.1 gives
7-choosability and the bound of [14] gives only 8-choosability).
2. Asymptotically optimal upper bounds
As in the case of the usual coloring of graphs, one may also remove vertices of small
degrees when coloring face hypergraphs [14]. We include a short proof for the sake of
completeness.
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a graph embedded on a surface S and v any of its vertices.
Every coloring of G − v can be extended to a coloring of G avoiding a monochromatic
face incident with v if the set of available colors for v has size at least (degG(v)+ 1)/2.
Proof. Let C be the set of colors assigned to at least two distinct neighbors of v or to
a neighbor of v joined by at least two edges to v. Clearly, the set C contains at most
(degG (v) − 1)/2 colors. Color now the vertex v by an available color not contained in
the set C .
Let us consider a face F incident with the vertex v and let v′ and v′′ be the neighbors
of v on the facial walk of F . If v′ and v′′ are colored differently, the face F is not
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monochromatic. Otherwise, the common color of v′ and v′′ is contained in the set C and it
differs from the color of v. Hence, the face F is not monochromatic in this case, too. 
We now prove an asymptotically tight upper bound for colorings.
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a graph embedded on a surface S of Euler genus g ≥ 5 and let
r ≥ 3 be an integer. The vertices of G can be colored by at most 3
⌈
r
√
g−2
2
⌉
colors avoiding
a monochromatic face of size r or more.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, let l = 3
⌈
r
√
g−2
2
⌉
≥ 6 and l0 = 2l/3. Suppose that
the claim is false and G is a counterexample with n vertices and m faces such that its
number of vertices is as small as possible. The minimum degree of G is at least 2l due to
Proposition 2.1, and hence the average degree 2m/n is also at least 2l. We can assume that
no face of G is a bigon. Otherwise, remove one of the two edges forming the bigon and
observe that vertex sets of faces of size 3 or more did not change. By Euler’s formula, we
have m ≤ 3(n + g − 2) which implies n ≤ 3(g − 2)/(l − 3). Let fr be the number of faces
of G of size at least r . By Euler’s formula, we can conclude that fr ≤ 6(n + g−2)/r since
the minimum degree of G is at least 2l > 1.
Next, color the vertices of G by choosing a color for each vertex at random from the
set {1, . . . , l0} independently and uniformly. The probability that a face of size at least r
is monochromatic is at most 1/ lr−10 , and hence the expected number E of monochromatic
faces of sizes at least r is at most fr/ lr−10 . It holds that E ≤ l0 which is proven later.
Choose a coloring of G with a most l0 monochromatic faces and find a minimum set W
of vertices of G such that W contains at least one vertex of each of monochromatic faces.
Clearly |W | ≤ l0 = 2(l − l0). Recolor first two vertices of W with the color l0 + 1, next
two vertices with the color l0 + 2, etc. We have finally constructed a coloring of vertices of
G avoiding a monochromatic face of size r or more. This contradicts the choice of G.
We now prove the inequality E ≤ l0 whose proof we postponed:
E ≤ fr
lr−10
≤ 6(n + g − 2)
rlr−10
≤ l0
6(n + g − 2) ≤ rlr0
6
(
3(g − 2)
l − 3 + g − 2
)
≤ r2r−1(g − 2)
6
(
1 + 3
l − 3
)
≤ r2r−1
6
(
1 + 3
6 − 3
)
≤ 12
12 ≤ 12. 
We recall the statement of Lova´sz local lemma [1] in order to prove the next theorem
which contains an asymptotically optimal upper bound for choosability.
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Lemma 2.1. Let A1, . . . , An be events. A graph G = (V , E) on a vertex set V =
{1, . . . , n} is a dependency graph for A1, . . . , An if the event Ai is mutually independent
of all events A j with i j /∈ E. Suppose that there exist 0 ≤ x1, . . . , xn < 1 satisfying the
following inequality for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
P(Ai ) ≤ xi
∏
j :i j∈E
(1 − x j ).
Then P(∩1≤i≤n Ai ) > 0.
Note that it is not enough that Ai is independent from each A j individually in the
statement of Lemma 2.1 but it must be independent of any combination of outcomes of
A j ’s.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a graph embedded on a surface S of Euler genus g ≥ 3 and
let r ≥ 3 be an integer. The vertices of G can be colored from any lists of sizes at least
3 r√re(g − 2) + 6 avoiding a monochromatic face of size r or more.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, let l = 3 r√re(g − 2)+6 ≥ 12 and l0 = 2l/3. Suppose
that the claim is false and G is a counterexample with n vertices and m faces such that n
is the least possible. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can assume that no face of G is a
bigon and we obtain that m ≤ 3(n +g −2) and n ≤ 3(g −2)/(l −3). Let fr be the number
of faces of G of size at least r . In addition, since the minimum degree of G is greater than
one, by Euler’s formula, we have fr ≤ 6(n + g − 2)/r .
Let ∆ = 4(g−2)l−l0 and let W be a minimum set of vertices of G such that G′ := G − W
has maximum degree at most ∆. Clearly, |W | ≤ m/∆. We prove that |W | ≤ l − l0:
m
∆
≤ 3(n + g − 2)
∆
≤ l − l0
3(n + g − 2) ≤ 4(g − 2)
3(g − 2)
(
1 + 3
l − 3
)
≤ 4(g − 2)
3
(
1 + 39
)
≤ 4.
Color now the vertices of W by mutually distinct colors from their lists and remove these
colors from the lists of the remaining vertices. The size of each of the new lists is at least l0.
Color the vertices of G′ by colors from the reduced lists randomly and uniformly. We
use Lova´sz Local Lemma (Lemma 2.1) to prove that at least one of the random colorings
avoids a monochromatic face of size r or more. Construct a dependency graph where the
events are that a face F is monochromatic for a face F of size r or more. It is enough to join
by an edge in this graph the events corresponding to faces F and F ′ such that F and F ′ are
not vertex disjoint. Let us write F ∼ F ′ if the corresponding vertices in the dependency
graph are adjacent. The degree d(F) of a vertex of the dependency graph corresponding
to a face F of size r ′ is at most r ′(∆ − 1). Set x(F) = 1
r ′(∆−1)+1 for a face F of size r
′
.
The probability p(F) that such a face F is monochromatic is at most 1
lr′−10
. We only need
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to establish the inequality (1) for r ′ ≥ r in order to be able to use Lemma 2.1:
p(F) ≤ x(F)
∏
F ′∼F
(1 − x(F ′)) (1)
1
lr ′−10
≤ 1
r ′(∆− 1)+ 1
∏
F ′∼F
(1 − x(F ′))
r ′(∆− 1)+ 1
lr ′−10
≤
(
1 − 1
r(∆− 1)+ 1
)d(F)
r ′4(g − 2)
(l − l0)lr ′−10
≤ e− d(F)r(∆−1)
r ′8(g − 2)
lr ′0
≤ e− r
′(∆−1)
r(∆−1)
r ′8(g − 2)
2r ′(re(g − 2))r ′/r ≤ e
− r′
r
8r ′
2r ′(re)r ′/r
≤ e− r
′
r
8r ′ ≤ 2r ′rr ′/r .
Hence, there exists the desired coloring of vertices of G′. 
Immediate corollaries of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for coloring face hypergraphs are the
following:
Corollary 2.1. Let G be a graph embedded on a surface S of Euler genus g ≥ 5 such that
its minimum face size is at least r ≥ 3. Then, the face hypergraph F(G) is
(
3
⌈
r
√
g−2
2
⌉)
-
colorable.
Corollary 2.2. Let G be a graph embedded on a surface S of Euler genus g ≥ 3
such that its minimum face size is at least r ≥ 3. Then, the face hypergraph F(G) is(
3 r√re(g − 2) + 6)-choosable.
3. Triangulations of surfaces of small genera
Before stating and proving the first lemma in this section, let us recall that triangulations
are allowed to have parallel edges but we forbid them to have loops.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a graph embedded on a surface S such that all its faces are
triangles except for a face F. Suppose F is a 2-cell face such that its boundary is a walk
formed by at least three different vertices (the boundary walk may contain some vertices
several times). Then, it is possible to add some edges to the interior of the face F to get a
triangulation of the surface S.
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the length of the boundary walk v1 . . . vk .
Assume k ≥ 4. Since the walk contains at least three different vertices, it contains three
consecutive different vertices, say v1, v2 and v3. If v2 is also one of the vertices v4, . . . , vk ,
we add an edge v1v3 and apply the induction to the new face v1v3 . . . vk . If v2 does
not appear anywhere else in the boundary walk, add edges v2v4, . . . , v2vk and obtain a
triangulation. 
Lemma 3.1. A minimum (in the number of vertices) triangulation G of a surface S whose
face hypergraph F(G) is not l-choosable, l ≥ 2, satisfies the following:
1. The minimum degree of G is at least 2l.
2. If G is 2l-regular, then it is a complete graph on 2l + 1 vertices.
3. G has at least 2l + 1 vertices.
4. If G has exactly 2l + 1 vertices, then each triple of vertices of G form a face.
Proof. We deal with one case after another:
1. Let v be a vertex of G of degree smaller than 2l. As the first step, we construct
an auxiliary triangulation G′. Remove first the vertex v from G. If v is adjacent
to at least three different vertices, we can extend G − v to a triangulation G′ of
the surface by adding edges due to Proposition 3.1. Assume now that the vertex v
has only two distinct neighbors, say v′ and v′′. Notice that the vertices v′ and v′′
are the only vertices incident with the face F . If only neighbors of the vertex v′ in
G are the vertices v and v′′ and only neighbors of the vertex v′′ are the vertices v
and v′, then G contains only the three vertices v, v′ and v′′ and its face hypergraph
is 2-choosable. Hence, we can assume that v′ is adjacent to at least three distinct
vertices. Let w1, . . . , wk be the neighbors of v′ in G enumerated in the order as
they appear around the vertex v′. We can assume that w1 = v. Let i be the smallest
index such that wi = v and wi = v′′. Since v is adjacent only to the vertices v′
and v′′, the vertices wi−2 and wi−1 coincide with v and v′′, respectively. Let e be
the edge between the vertices v′ and wi−1 = v′′. Remove e from the triangulation
(this destroys the face v′wi−1wi of G). Since the edge e was incident with the face
F (recall that it was contained in the face v′wi−2wi−1 = v′vv′′), the face F is now
incident with the vertices v′, v′′ and wi . Subtriangulate the face F as in the proof of
Proposition 3.1 by adding edges joining the vertex wi to the vertices v′ and v′′. Note
that the new triangulation G′ also contains a face v′v′′wi as G (but this face is not
the same as that in G).
The obtained triangulation G′ is l-choosable by the minimality of G. In particular,
there is a vertex coloring of G − v avoiding a monochromatic triangular face. By
Proposition 2.1, such a coloring can be extended to G.
2. If G is 2l-regular and it is not a complete multigraph on 2l + 1 vertices, then G
is 2l-choosable [7, 20]. Hence, it can be colored from the lists so that there is no
monochromatic face (see Theorem 4.1 of [14]).
3. If G has at most 2l vertices, it can be colored from the lists in such a way that each
color is used at most twice. Such a coloring clearly avoids a monochromatic face.
4. Let L(v) denote the list of the colors available for a vertex v. If there are two vertices
u and v such that L(u) = L(v), then it is possible to color the vertices of G using
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each color at most twice (and such a coloring avoids a monochromatic face). If the
lists of all the vertices are the same, then color the triple of vertices which do not form
a face by the same color, then any other two vertices by another color, then other two
vertices by another color, etc. This coloring avoids a monochromatic face. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a triangulation and suppose that each vertex has a list of available
colors of size at least l. If each color appears in at most 2l lists, then F(G) can be colored
from the lists.
Proof. We use a modified Hall’s matching theorem [4]: let Ai be a system of sets such that
| ∪i∈I Ai | ≥ |I |/2 holds for each index set I , then there exists ai such that ai ∈ Ai and
there are no three different indexes i1, i2 and i3 with ai1 = ai2 = ai3 . The lists of colors
satisfy this property, and hence there exists a coloring of vertices of G in which each color
is used at most twice. Such a coloring clearly avoids a monochromatic face. 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a triangulation with some vertices precolored. Let A be the set of
the precolored vertices and f (A) the number of faces containing two or more vertices of
different colors. Consider a vertex v /∈ A such that N(v) ∩ A = ∅ and N(v)  A. Then,
every extension of the precoloring assigning a vertex v a color different from the colors of
all its neighbors has at least f (A) + 2 faces containing two or more vertices of different
colors.
Proof. Let d be the degree of the vertex v and let v1, . . . , vd be the neighbors of v
enumerated in the cyclic order around v in G. We may assume that v1, . . . , vk ∈ A and
vk+1, vd /∈ A for some 1 ≤ k < d . After coloring the vertex v, the sought new two faces
with two different precolored vertices are vvdv1 and vvkvk+1. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a triangulation of minimum degree at least l and suppose that each
vertex has a list of l available colors such that a color c0 contained in all but at most l lists.
If G is not a complete multigraph or c0 is not contained in all the lists, then it is possible
to color some of the vertices of G in the following way:
• Each face with two or more colored vertices contains at least two vertices with
different colors and there are at least 2(l − 1) such faces.
• No vertex is colored with the color c0.
• All the vertices whose lists do not contain the color c0 are colored.
Proof. We find a special ordering v1, . . . , vl+k−1 of some of the vertices of G for some
k ≥ 1 which has the properties 1–4 described below. Let Ni be the set of the neighbors of
vi preceding it in the ordering. The ordering will satisfy the following conditions:
1. |Ni | ≤ l − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l + k − 1.
2. If |Ni | = l − 1, then the list of vi does not contain the color c0.
3. |Ni | > 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l + k − 1 except for at most k values of i .
4. Each vertex of G whose list does not contain the color c0 is among the vertices
v1, . . . , vl+k−1.
We first show that it is enough to find such an ordering. Assume that we have such an
ordering in hand. For each i from 1 up to l + k − 1 sequentially, assign vi a color which is
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contained in its list, which is different from c0 and which is not assigned to any neighbor
of vi in Ni . The conditions 1 and 2 make sure that it is possible to assign colors to all the
vertices v1, . . . , vl+k−1. Note that the obtained coloring is a proper coloring (in the usual
sense) of the subgraph of G induced by the colored vertices. For a vertex vi with |Ni | > 0,
Lemma 3.3 can be used (keeping in mind that minimum degree of G is at least l), and
hence at least 2(l − 1) faces contain two or three vertices of v1, . . . , vl+k−1 (and these
vertices have different colors because the coloring is proper). The condition 4 gives that all
the vertices whose lists do not contain the color c0 are colored.
We find the desired ordering in the rest of the proof. Assume first that the color c0
is contained in all the lists. Since G is not a complete graph, there are two non-adjacent
vertices w′ and w′′ with a common neighbor w. Set vl−2 = w, vl−1 = w′ and vl = w′′.
For each i from l − 3 down to 1, set vi to be any neighbor of vi+1 not already contained
in the sequence. We check that the constructed sequence has the desired properties (with
k = 1):
1. |Ni | ≤ l − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l is clearly satisfied.
2. The only i for which it might be |Ni | = l − 1 is i = l. But since wl−1 and wl are not
adjacent, then |Nl | < l − 1.
3. |Ni | > 0 for all 2 ≤ i ≤ l because vi−1 ∈ Ni for 2 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 and vl−2 ∈ Nl .
4. There are no vertices whose lists do not contain the color c0.
The remaining case is that there are some vertices whose lists do not contain the color c0.
Let W ′ be the set of all such vertices and set l ′ = |W ′|. Let further w0 be a vertex of W ′.
If l ′ = l, set W = W ′. If l ′ < l, then choose a vertex ordering w1, . . . , wl−l′ such that wi
is a neighbor of wi−1 for l ≤ i ≤ l − l ′ and wi is neither in W ′ nor among w1, . . . , wi−1.
Set W = W ′ ∪ {w1, . . . , wl−l′ } in this case.
Let C1, . . . ,Ck be the sets of the vertices of the components induced by the set W in G.
We may assume that w0 ∈ C1. Note that k ≤ l ′. Choose now from each component Ci a
single vertex wCi so that w
C
1 = wl−l′ . In addition, choose mutually different vertices ui for
1 ≤ i < k such that the vertices ui and wCi+1 are neighbors and ui /∈ W . If k = 1, there
are no vertices ui . It is possible to choose such vertices ui because the minimum degree
of the graph is l and hence each wCi is adjacent to at least k different vertices outside its
component.
We now construct the sought sequence of vertices vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ l + k − 1: set vi = ui
for 1 ≤ i < k and vk = wl−l′ , vk+1 = wl−l′−1, . . . , vk+l′−l = w0. As the rest of
the sequence, set the vertices of W ′\{w0} in the order determined by depth-first search
traversing a spanning tree of each Ci started in wCi .
A depth-first search traversal of the tree is the following process: you start in a vertex
of a tree and you mark this vertex. Then you move to any neighbor of this vertex and mark
it. Then move to any neighbor of it, mark it and continue until you reach a leaf. Once a
leaf is reached, you move to the last (by time of marking) marked vertex which has an
unmarked neighbor and from it you move to any unmarked neighbor of it and mark this
neighbor. And again, you continue moving to and marking unmarked neighbors unless
a leaf is reached. Once a leaf is reached, you move to the last marked vertex which has
an unmarked neighbor and continue in the above fashion. The process ends when all the
vertices are marked. The order of vertices is determined by the time of assigning a mark
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to a vertex. Note that except for the first vertex each vertex has exactly one tree-neighbor
before it in the ordering.
We verify that the constructed sequence has the desired properties:
1. |Ni | ≤ l − 1 We distinguish two cases:
• 1 ≤ i < k + l ′ − l
Since k ≤ l ′, any of the vertices vi for 1 ≤ i < k + l ′ − l is preceded by at most
k + l ′ − l − 2 ≤ 2l ′ − l − 2 ≤ l − 2 vertices.
• i ≥ k + l ′ − l
Let C j be the component in which the vertex vi is contained. The vertices
which may precede vi in the sequence are only the vertices u1, . . . , uk−1 and
the vertices of C j . Note that |C j | ≤ l − k + 1 because there are k components
and their union is the set W of size l. Hence, the vertex vi has at most
(k − 1)+ (l − k + 1)− 1 = l − 1 predecessors.
2. If |Ni | = l − 1, then the list of vi does not contain the color c0. The only vertices
for which it might be that |Ni | = l − 1 are those of C j ’s, i.e., the vertices of W ′.
3. |Ni | > 0 for all but k vertices in the sequence. Any vertex except for ui , 1 ≤ i < k,
and wl−l′ has at least one neighbor preceding it in the sequence. The vertices wi for
0 ≤ i < l − l ′ are preceded by wi+1. The vertices wCi for i > 1 are preceded by ui
and the remaining vertices are preceded because the order of the vertices in each of
the components Ci was determined by traversing a spanning tree of it (see above for
analysis of it).
4. Any vertex whose list does not contain the color c0 is among the vertices
v1, . . . , vl+k−1. This follows from the choice of W ′. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a triangulation which is formed by a complete multigraph with at
least l +1 ≥ 5 vertices. Let each vertex have a list of size l of available colors. In addition,
suppose that there is a pair of vertices of G which is joined just by a single edge. Then, for
a given color c0 contained in all the lists, it is possible to color some of the vertices of G
in the following way:
• Each face containing two or more colored vertices contains at least two vertices with
different colors and there are at least 2(l − 1) such faces.
• No vertex is colored with the color c0.
Proof. If there are two vertices whose lists are not the same, then it is possible to color l
vertices of G by mutually different colors without using the color c0. By Lemma 3.3, used
for coloring one vertex after another, we have that there are at least 2(l − 1) faces with two
vertices colored with different colors and other faces have at most one colored vertex.
The remaining case is that all the lists are the same. Choose vertices v1 and v2 which
are joined just by a single edge. Let v′ and v′′ be those two vertices such that v1v2v′ and
v1v2v
′′ are faces of G.
We first deal with the case that v′ = v′′. Choose v3 = v′, v4 = v′′ and v5, . . . , vl
arbitrarily. Then, color the vertices v1 and v2 with the same color and the remaining l − 2
vertices by mutually different colors different from the common color of v1 and v2. There
are at least six faces containing at least two of the vertices v1, v2, v3 and v4 (recall that
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v1 and v2 are joined by a single edge). Each such face contains at least two vertices of
different colors due to the choice of the colors of v3 and v4. Next, for each vertex vi , i ≥ 5,
one may use Lemma 3.3 with A = {v1, . . . , vi−1}. Hence there are at least 2(l − 1) faces
containing two vertices colored with different colors and any other face contains at most
one colored vertex.
If v′ = v′′, choose v3 = v′ = v′′ and other vertices v4, . . . , vl arbitrarily. Then, color
v1 and v2 by the same color and the remaining l − 2 vertices by mutually different colors
different from the common color of v1 and v2. There are at least four faces containing at
least two of the vertices v1, v2 and v3. Each such face contains at least two vertices of
different colors due to the choice of the color of v3. Next, for each of the vertices vi , i ≥ 4,
one may use again Lemma 3.3 with A = {v1, . . . , vi−1} and the claim is established in this
case, too. 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem. We remark that Theorem 2.1
and Corollary 2.1 dominate Theorem 3.1 for Euler genera of about 100 and more and
Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2 dominate it for Euler genera of about 50,000 and more.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a triangulation of a surface S of Euler graphs g ≥ 3. Then, the
face hypergraph F(G) is
⌈
7+√36g+49
6
⌉
-choosable.
Proof. Fix g ≥ 3 throughout the whole proof. Let G be a counterexample with the smallest
number of vertices, n the number of its vertices, m = 3(n + g − 2) the number of its edges
and f = 2(n + g − 2) the number of its faces. Let further l =
⌈
7+√36g+49
6
⌉
. In addition,
fix lists of sizes l from which F(G) cannot be colored.
The average degree 2m/n of G is at least 2l by Lemma 3.1. Since
(2l+1
3
)
> 3((2l +
1) + g − 2), we have also 2l + 2 ≤ n and that the average degree is greater than 2l by
Lemma 3.1. Using m = 3(n + g − 2), we get from 2l < 2m/n that n < 3g−6l−3 . We show
that n ≤ 3l + 1:
n <
3g − 6
l − 3 ≤ 3l + 2
0 ≤ 3l2 − 7l − 3g
0 ≤ 3
(
l − 7 +
√
36g + 49
6
)(
l − 7 −
√
36g + 49
6
)
.
(2)
We prove having (2) and using f = 2(n+g−2) ≤ 2(3l+g−1) the following inequality (3)
which is used later:
f − 2(l − 1)
(l − 1)2 < 3 (3)
4l + 2g
(l − 1)2 < 3
0 < 3l2 − 10l + 3 − 2g
0 < 3l2 − 7l − 3g + (g + 3 − 3l). (4)
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The inequality (4) is satisfied because of (2) if 3l < g + 3 which holds for g =
12, 13 and g ≥ 15. The inequality (4) can be verified by calculating its value for
g = 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14. In case that g = 6, we have l = 4, n ≤ 3·6−64−3 = 12
and f ≤ 32. Then
f − 2(l − 1)
(l − 1)2 ≤
32 − 6
9
< 3.
Hence, the inequality (3) holds also in this case.
Recall that 2l + 2 ≤ n ≤ 3l + 1. If each of the colors appears in the lists of at most 2l
vertices, then F(G) can be colored from the lists by Lemma 3.2. Let c0 be a most common
color in the lists, i.e., a color contained in the most number of lists, and let n0 be the number
of lists in which c0 is contained. Note that n0 ≥ 2l + 1. Let W be the set of vertices whose
lists do not contain the color c0. Note that |W | = n − n0 ≤ l.
If n0 < n or G is not a complete graph, by Lemma 3.4, we may precolor without
using the color c0 a superset W0 of vertices of W in the following way: each face either
contains at most one precolored vertex or at least two vertices precolored with different
colors. The number of faces which contain at least two precolored faces is at least 2(l −1).
In case that G is a complete graph, such a precoloring exists by Lemma 3.5 because
m ≤ 3(3l + g − 1) < 2(2l+22 ) ≤ 2(n2).
Note that the list of any vertex V (G)\W0 contains the color c0. We remove this color
from all the lists and color the vertices of V (G)\W0 independently and uniformly by a
random color from the shortened lists of size l − 1. The faces with two or three precolored
vertices are definitely not monochromatic and the probability that a face with no or one
precolored vertex is monochromatic is at most 1/(l − 1)2. Thus, the expected number of
monochromatic faces is at most f −2(l−1)
(l−1)2 . By (3), there exists a coloring of vertices of G
with at most two monochromatic faces. Consider such a coloring. Note that this coloring
does not use the color c0 at all. Recolor a single vertex from each monochromatic face by
c0 (each monochromatic face contains at least two vertices with c0 in their lists). Since
there are now at most two vertices colored with the color c0, no new monochromatic face
is created and there are no monochromatic faces in the obtained coloring at all. 
4. Triangulations of the surface of genus three
We first state the following proposition restricting a way of embedding K7 to the surface
of Euler genus three.
Proposition 4.1. Let K7 be embedded in the surface of Euler genus 3. If all the faces are
not 2-cells, then exactly one of the faces is homeomorphic to a Mo¨bius band and the
remaining faces are 2-cells. Moreover, replacing the interior of that particular face with
an open disc gives an embedding of K7 on the torus.
Proof. Cut a non-2-cell face. Afterwards along each boundary cycle of this face paste a
disc. We obtain an embedding of K7 on the surface with Euler genus at most two. The
torus is the only surface with such a genus which admits embedding of K7. Moreover, an
embedding of K7 in the torus has to be a triangulation [15]. Hence the surgery drops the
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Euler genus by exactly one. Then, the cut face was a Mo¨bius band (otherwise, the genus
would drop by two or more). 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be an embedding of a complete multigraph with seven vertices on
a surface of Euler genus 3 such that its minimum face size is at least 3. Then the face
hypergraph of G is 3-choosable.
Proof. Note that there are at most 2(7 + g − 2) = 16 faces in the embedding because
of Euler’s formula. If all the lists are the same, then we color three vertices not forming a
face by the same color (there is such a triple of vertices because (73) > 16) and remaining
two pairs of vertices by distinct colors (the vertices in each pair get the same color). Since
the only three vertices with the same color are those which do not form a face of G, this
coloring is a proper coloring of the face hypergraph of G. On the other hand, if all the lists
are not the same, then there exists a coloring such that each color is used at most twice by
Hall’s theorem. Such a coloring is also a proper coloring of the face hypergraph. 
In the sequel, K −8 denotes a complete graph of order eight with one edge removed. The
following proposition was proved by Ringel [18]:
Proposition 4.2. The graph K −8 cannot be embedded on the surface of Euler genus 3.
Next, we state two lemmas on extensions of colorings of face hypergraphs.
Lemma 4.2. Consider an embedding of a complete multigraph with seven vertices on a
surface of Euler genus 2 with a minimum face size three. Suppose that three vertices which
form a face are precolored. If the precolored vertices do not form a monochromatic face,
then the remaining vertices can be colored from lists of sizes three such that this embedding
has no monochromatic face.
Proof. Under assumptions of the lemma, the embedded graph can be only a simple
complete graph with seven vertices and the embedding is a triangulation of the torus. Let
u1, u2 and u3 be the precolored vertices and c1, c2 and c3 their colors, respectively. Let
v1, v2, v3 and v4 be the remaining vertices and L1, L2, L3 and L4 their lists, respectively.
Note that there are exactly 2(7 + g − 2) = 14 faces in the embedding.
First, assume that all the lists L1, L2, L3 and L4 are not the same; say L1 = L4. In the
next paragraph, we find a coloring of the vertices of K7 such that the color of any of the
vertices v1, v2, v3 and v4 is used at most twice. Such a coloring avoids a monochromatic
face: no monochromatic face can contain any of the vertices v1, v2, v3 and v4 because the
color of each of them is used at most twice. But neither the precolored vertices themselves
form a monochromatic face due to the assumption of the lemma.
Let c ∈ L1\L4. If c is not used to color more than one of the vertices u1, u2 and u3,
then color v1 by c; otherwise color v1 by a color from its list different from c. Afterwards,
color v2 by a color from its list which is used so far at most once (this is possible because
they are only four colored vertices at the moment). Next, observe that we can color v3 by a
color from its list which is used so far at most once. Finally, color the vertex v4 by a color
from its list which is used so far at most once. This is possible because there are six colored
vertices but at least one of them is colored with the color c /∈ L4.
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We now focus on the remaining case L1 = L2 = L3 = L4. If any of the vertices u1, u2
and u3 is colored with a color not contained in L1, we proceed as in the previous paragraph,
i.e., we can find a coloring using each color at most twice by sequentially coloring the
vertices v1, v2, v3 and v4. Hence, we assume that each vertex u1, u2 and u3 is colored with
a color contained in the list L1. We distinguish two cases:
• All the colors c1, c2 and c3 are mutually different. Hence L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 =
{c1, c2, c3}. There are indices i, j and k such that the vertices ui , v j and vk do not
form a face. Otherwise, any ui , v j and vk form a face and K7 has at least 3 ·
(4
2
) = 18
faces which is impossible. We color the vertices v j and vk by the color ci and the
remaining of the vertices of v1, v2, v3 and v4 by the colors different from ci . The
only triple of the vertices colored with the same colors is ui , v j and vk and these
vertices do not form a face. Hence such a coloring avoids a monochromatic face.
• Two of the colors c1, c2 and c3 are the same. Assume c1 = c2 = c3 and let c4 be
the third color contained in the lists L1 = L2 = L3 = L4. As in the previous case,
one may argue that for any j and k the vertices u3, v j and vk form a face and that for
each j the vertices u1, u2 and v j form a face (otherwise, the vertices can be colored
so that a triple of the vertices which do not form a face receive the same color). Then,
K7 has at least
(4
2
)+2 ·4 = 14 faces of this type. But this is impossible because there
is an additional face u1u2u3. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a plane multigraph with three of its vertices precolored such that
its minimum face size is at least 3. If the precolored vertices do not form a monochromatic
face, then the remaining vertices can be colored from any lists of sizes three such that G
has no monochromatic face.
Proof. Let G be a counterexample with the smallest number of vertices and v1, v2 and v3
the precolored vertices of G. An easy application of Euler’s formula yields that each plane
graph with four and more vertices and with no bigon has at least four vertices of degree at
most 5. Choose a vertex w of degree at most five which is different from v1, v2 and v3. The
graph G −w with precolored vertices v1, v2 and v3 may be colored from the lists avoiding
a monochromatic face different from v1v2v3 and this coloring may be extended to G by
Proposition 2.1 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a triangulation of a surface S of Euler genus 3. Then, the face
hypergraph F(G) is 3-choosable.
Proof. Let G be a triangulation of S with the smallest number of vertices whose face
hypergraph is not 3-choosable. The minimum degree of G is at least 6 due to Lemma 3.1
and G is not a 6-choosable graph [14]. Then G contains a copy of K7 as a subgraph [2, 11].
We distinguish two cases:
• The embedding of K7 on S is a 2-cell embedding. G cannot have more than eight
vertices because of Euler’s formula and thus G is either K7 or K −8 . The latter is
impossible by Proposition 4.2. And in the former case, Lemma 4.1 states that the
face hypergraph of G is 3-choosable.
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• The embedding of K7 on S is not a 2-cell embedding. By Proposition 4.1, exactly
one of the faces of K7 is homomorphic to a Mo¨bius band. Let G0 be the copy
of K7,G1 be the part of G restricted to the face homomorphic to a Mo¨bius band
and Gi parts of G restricted to other faces (the restrictions to the faces share the
corresponding face boundary with G0). By Proposition 4.1, G0 can be considered as
an embedding of K7 on the torus, and hence G0 is a triangulation. An embedding
of the interior of G1 to the Mo¨bius band face can be viewed as an embedding of the
whole G1 to the projective plane. Hence, the face hypergraph of G1 is 3-choosable
[14]. This coloring gives a precoloring of three vertices of G0 which may be extended
to the whole G0 by Lemma 4.2. This coloring yields a precoloring of three vertices
of any Gi , i ≥ 2, which can be extended to the whole Gi by Lemma 4.3. All the
colorings together form a proper coloring of the face hypergraph of G. 
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